
Old Irish denominal deponents 
 
Old Irish denominal / deadjectival verbs (hereafter simply “denominals”) present a puzzle for 
those attempting to provide a clean semantic or syntactic description. While it has recently 
become clear that there is a strong connection between denominals and deponents (Kallulli 
2008), the OIr. deponents do not fit the pattern observed for other languages. For instance, 
unlike Latin denominals, which have active morphology with causative senses and deponent 
morphology for non-causative senses (Xu, Aronoff & Anshen 2007), OIr. denominals are 
always deponent, regardless of meaning (Thurneysen 1946: 335-8; a non-productive older 
stratum of non-deponent denominals can be ignored here). The present study attempts to 
account for why Old Irish deponents can have meanings rather atypical for non-actives. 
 Unlike all other older Indo-European languages, OIr. has in all tenses and moods a 
distinction between active, middle, and passive endings. Furthermore, while nearly all verbs 
may have an oppositional passive, the non-passive forms are uniformly active or middle (i.e. 
there is no oppositional middle). At first glance, this observation might appear to solve the 
problem of the denominal deponents: synchronically, the middle is simply a variety of active, 
and thus all denominals are active, with the full range of meanings associated with actives. 
Support for this interpretation may be found in the fact that middle morphology is in the early 
stages of disintegration in Old Irish, and it indeed completely disappears shortly after the Old 
Irish period, giving way to active inflection. 
 Whether or not this synchronic account is accurate, it does not solve the problem of 
denominal deponents with unexpected meanings, since a further wrinkle is present: Joseph 
(1987) has argued that the denominal deponents’ oldest reconstructible meaning is causative / 
factitive. This fact runs directly counter to the pattern observed for Latin (Xu, et al. 2007), 
and it seems to go against what we would expect for deponents, since transitives “should” 
have active morphology, not middle morphology. Furthermore, it runs counter to Joseph’s 
otherwise convincing explanation of the denominal deponents as compounds of the form 
*X-sagī-, where X is an adjective or noun and -sagī- is a verbal root found in OIr. saigid “he 
seeks”.  The expected meaning of a middle *X-sagī- would be an intransitive: “seeks X, is an 
X-seeker”. 
 A closer examination of the Old Irish data, however, shows that the factitive / 
causative meaning is not as firmly anchored as Joseph assumes. Of the 11 verbs he lists (153) 
as being Insular Celtic, only two have factitive / causative meaning: béoigidir “vivifies” (< 
béo “alive”) and réidigidir “levels” (< réid “level”). The remaining forms do not offer clear 
support for a factitive / causative origin. For some, both intransitive (anticausative) and 
transitive meanings are attested (núaigidir “renews, is renewed”. For others, only verbal 
nouns derived from the (now lost) verbs are present (meblugud “shaming”, glanaige 
“purifier”), meaning that the verbal semantics cannot be unambiguously determined. For 
those forms first attested in Middle Irish (blassaigidir “tastes”, doimnigidir “deepens”, 
fannaigidir “weakens, grows weak”, garbaigidir “is rough”), we cannot be sure of the 
original semantics. Finally, one verb, ísligidir “lowers”, has transitive meaning, but its only 
early attestations are as a passive “I am lowered” or reflexive “I lower mself”, both of which 
are typical non-active uses. It appears quite likely that only intransitives were formed by the 
denominalization process at first. Later, however, some of these forms gained a transitive 
meaning that coexisted with or ousted the older, intransitive sense. The question is how this 
could have happened. 
 A plausible path for this development can be posited if we adopt a few assumptions 
current in the synchronic and historical literature. First, let us assume with Kallulli (2007, 
2008) that passives and anticausatives are marked by features on v0: passives are [+act(ivity)] 
and anticausatives are [+cause]. Second, let us assume that the differentiation of passive and 



deponent forms is a late development within the Insular Celtic languages.1 If these assump-
tions are correct, we can argue that the earliest denominative deponents were ambiguous 
between middle (anticausative) and passive: from fogur “sound” was made a verb fograigidir 
“sounds (intr.) / is sounded”. The form could have had either [+act] or [+cause] features. This 
ambiguity could have led to a possible analysis by which a mediopassive form could have 
both [+act] and [+cause] features, as is present on prototypical transitive verbs. The medio-
passive subsequently split into two distinct morphological categories. The one group with 
[+act] features became passives, while the other group with either [+act] [+cause] or simply 
[+cause] features became transitives (causatives / factitives) or intransitives (anticausatives). 
This corresponds to the attested situation in Old Irish. 
 The split in passives and middles, however, spelled the demise of the middles, since 
they now overlapped almost completely with the morphological actives, which contained 
both transitive causatives / factitives as well as intransitive anticausatives. Over time, the dis-
tinction between the two nearly identical categories could not be maintained, and the 
deponent inflection was lost in Old Irish. 
 It is argued here that the at-first-glance seemingly odd semantics of Old Irish depon-
ents can be explained by assuming a feature-based account of passives and anticausatives (à 
la Kallulli 2007), combined with a subsequent split of non-active morphology into the 
attested Old Irish pattern of active, middle, and passive. This explanation depends on a proper 
evaluation of the original meaning of the denominal deponents, which has been argued here 
to have been anticausative. 
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1 This position has been argued most recently and thoroughly by McCone (2006: 74-96). Though his account 
cannot be correct as argued (see criticism in Griffith 2009), it is nonetheless possible that a version of his theory 
can be combined with Jasanoff’s (1997) argument for a Proto-Celtic differentiation of passive and deponent to 
yield a workable solution in which passive and deponent were differentiated first in Insular Celtic. The details 
must be left for a later paper. 


